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(Received 8 November 2004; published 1 April 2005)0031-9007=Micron-sized ferromagnetic Permalloy disks exhibiting an in-plane ferromagnetic vortex structure are
excited by a fast rise time perpendicular magnetic field pulse and their modal structure is analyzed. We
find azimuthal and axial modes. By a Fourier filtering technique we can separate and analyze the time
dependence of individual modes. Analysis of the experimental data demonstrates that the azimuthal
modes damp more quickly than the axial modes. We interpret these results as mode conversion from low-
frequency azimuthal modes to the fundamental mode which is higher in frequency, i.e., mode-mode
coupling in a system with a single Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert phenomenological damping constant .
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.94.127205 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.75.+a, 76.50.+gThe time scales for ultrafast magnetic processes can be
loosely divided into the femtosecond regime where single
electron and optical excited ions are probed (see [1,2] and
references therein) and the picosecond regime where mag-
netization dynamics are governed by the Landau-Lifshitz-
Gilbert (LLG) equations. In the LLG regime, optical [3–7]
and soft x-ray [8,9] pump-probe experiments are employed
to examine magnetization dynamics excited by short mag-
netic field pulses, typically triggered by a laser pulse. Time
dependent measurements in the LLG regime are nearly
ideal for determining the modal frequencies, the mode
structure [3,5,7], and the phenomenological damping pa-
rameter [6,10,11] which can be directly compared to mea-
surements using ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) [12,13].
When measurements of the damping parameter extracted
from quasilinear time-domain measurements do not agree
with FMR measurements [10,14], explanations typically
invoke sample and field inhomogeneities [14,15] and
higher order magnon scattering. In order to probe damping
mechanisms typical of the intrinsically nonlinear LLG
regime, we examine modes excited in lithographically
produced Permalloy circular platelets [5]. Micron-sized
disks are ideal systems to study mode excitation, mode
conversion, and damping since the small size of the disks
provides many well defined excitations [5,16–18] within
the frequency range easily characterized by stroboscopic
time resolved scanning Kerr microscopy [3–7]. In order to
characterize the excited spin wave spectrum, we employ a
phase sensitive Fourier transformation (FT) technique with
windowing functions [5]. Frequency domain analysis of
the time sequenced images reveals resonances correspond-
ing to the modes defined by the boundary conditions as
fixed by the shape of the elements. As the time-domain
signal is Fourier transformed and linearly Fourier filtered,
backtransformation at resonance provides a mode-by-
mode reconstruction with the spatial resolution provided
by the experiment—typically 300 nm for Kerr microscopy.
Using this technique, we have identified radially symmet-
ric and nonaxially symmetric azimuthal modes [5,18] ex-05=94(12)=127205(4)$23.00 12720cited in circular Permalloy platelets with an equilibrium
vortex configuration. Here we examine mode dispersion
and energy channeling between modes, which leads to an
apparent increase in damping for certain modes.
Our experimental analysis is performed on the strobo-
scopic time resolved scanning Kerr microscopy data of a
single 4 m diameter, 15 nm thick, Permalloy disk. In the
ground state the magnetization forms a vortex structure
[19]. Following excitation using a perpendicular magnetic
tipping pulse, polar Kerr data are recorded at 40 ps inter-
vals. These data are images encompassing a field of view of
6:5 m square. A typical trace of the polar Kerr signal as a
function of time averaged over the whole element is shown
in Fig. 1(a) (left frame). Its Fourier transform is shown in
Fig. 1(a) (right frame), and the observed peaks are used to
identify the modes [5]. We label the excited modes using
two numbers n;m; n counts the number of axially sym-
metric nodes (one node means pinning at the boundary of
the element and at the vortex core) and m counts the
number of azimuthal nodes. We identify the fundamental
[1; 0, 3.5 GHz], the second [2; 0, 4.7 GHz], and the third
[3; 0, 5.6 GHz] radial modes possessing zero, one, and
two additional radial nodes, respectively. We can also
identify the dipolar [1; 1, 2.5 GHz] and quadrupolar
[1; 2, 2.2 GHz] azimuthal modes which possess one and
two nodes along the equilibrium direction of ~M, respec-
tively. For details see [5,18]. The Fourier spectrum does not
consist of discrete sharp peaks at the modal frequencies,
but of peaks with a finite width (up to 0.7 GHz FWHM).
We previously identified these excitations as eigenmodes
based upon the linearized LLG equation and the scalar
magnetic potential [5,18,21]. The peaks observed in the
frequency spectrum as well as those computed from the
full LLG equations are not delta functions in frequency due
to the presence of dispersion, suggesting that perhaps our
earlier terminology might have been misleading. Because
of the finite sampling length and the resulting need of
windowing, simple analysis in the frequency domain is
not sufficient to illuminate the decay rates and mode5-1  2005 The American Physical Society
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conversion. The entire (dispersed) peak contains informa-
tion about the time evolution of a given mode.
We recall briefly the relevant equations for the preces-
sion frequency for this geometry and a decay constant
based on a linear, single- approach: Mr  Msmr, M’ 
Ms1Om2’, Mz  Msmz, where mr and mz are the
direction cosines of the magnetization perturbations, and
mr  1 and mz  1. We consider thin micron-sized disks
with a ground state circulating flux-closure configuration,
subject to the linearized LLG equation:
_m r  0mzNzMs   _mz;
_mz  0mrNrMs   _mr:
(1)
Here, Ms is the saturation magnetization, and 0 is the
absolute value of the gyromagnetic ratio multiplied by 0.
Nz  1 is the demagnetizing factor for thin film shape and
Nr is defined for a given mode; for details see [5,21,22]. Nr
is proportional to the averaged effective field for that mode.
Inserting oscillatory solutions 	ei!t leads to the result for
the decay time  and the precession frequency f:
 21
2
0MsNrNz ; 2f
0Ms

NrNz
12
s
: (2)FIG. 1. Fourier filtering: Experimental data. (a) The average
perpendicular magnetization component on the left and its
Fourier transform on the right. (b)–(d) By applying the filters
on the right before backtransformation into the time domain, the
temporal evolution (circles) for different modes can be extracted.
The solid lines show the fits with Mit  sin2fit ’i
expt=i (see text). f is the width of the filter. (e) The low-
frequency parts up to 2 GHz belong to the transient response on
the pulse (solid line).
12720With Nz  1 and in the limit  1, we obtain  
2
0MsNr1 and 2f  0MsN
1=2
r . Thus, to evaluate our
experimental data we need to extract the experimental
frequencies f and the decay times . In our implementa-
tion, the spatially averaged Kerr signal Kt is used to
compute the complex Fourier spectra Sf as
Sfn  1N
XN1
m1
KtmHtme2imn=N; (3)
where N is the number of data points of the temporal signal
which when acquired over a fixed time interval t deter-
mines the maximum Fourier frequency in the spectrum and
the resolution in the frequency domain and Ht is the
Hamming window function. Windowing is important for
two reasons: First, the finite length of real data often has
sharp transitions at the ends of the data stream, and win-
dowing leads to a smoothing and therefore a reduction of
unwanted artifacts. Second, the finite time sampling is a
rectangular window, and, even a pure oscillation finitely
sampled will produce side lobes in the frequency domain.
The nonlinear filters Ht partially reallocate the spectral
weight of the side lobes back into the associated peak. The
result is a much better separation of nearby peaks at the
expense of an increase in width of the main peak.
Therefore, it is better to extract the damping parameter in
the time domain as shown in Fig. 2 rather than from the
width of the transformed peak, in contrast to FMR where
the time signals are essentially of infinite duration.FIG. 2. Fourier filtering: Micromagnetic simulation. The same
modes are extracted from the computed average Mz component
as in Fig. 1.
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We can now backtransform a modal peak after applying
a bandpass filter Ff to the Fourier spectra Sf since the
data are ordered in frequency and the modes are obviously
well separated. To make a comparison with the original
temporal data, the inverse Fourier transform has to be
normalized by Ht in the time domain as
Mktm  1Htm Re
XN1
n1
SfnFkfne2imn=N; (4)
allowing different modal components Mkt of Kt in the
time domain to be analyzed. If modal damping were to
obey an exponential decay, an effective decay time  for
each mode can be defined. Figure 1(a) shows the averaged
Kerr data Kt (left) and its Fourier transform amplitude
Sf (right). The right sides of Figs. 1(b)–1(e) show the
filters Ffk used in Eq. (2) to obtain the modes 1; 0 and
2; 0, the azimuthal mode, and the low-frequency residuals
corresponding to the modal magnetization curves Mkt
(left), respectively. Fits to our data using an exponentially
decaying sine function (solid lines in Figs. 1(b)–1(e), left
frame) lead to the decay times fitexp displayed in Table I. For
the nonradially symmetric azimuthal modes, there are
some peculiarities: From previous work [5,18], the peak
positions for the 1; 1 and 1; 2 modes are known, and a
superposition of these modes is seen in the Fourier spec-
trum from 2 to 2.8 GHz. This is referred to as the ‘‘azimu-
thal peak,’’ and its exact appearance is determined by the
spatial and temporal shape of the field pulse. The resulting
value obtained by mode filtering and damped-oscillation fit
is displayed as fitexp. This demonstrates the significant result
that the symmetry breaking azimuthal modes (azim 
0:37 ns) decay 3 times faster than the fundamental mode
(1;0  1:1 ns) for windows whose widths f=f0 are as
good as constant (0.31 versus 0.37 for the azimuthal and
fundamental peaks, respectively). This is a surprising re-
sult, because the calculated calc0:008 for all modes is con-
stant within the experimental errors, as the decay constant
depends weakly on Nr in Nz  Nr  1 Nr 
 1 [22].
Thus, additional mode damping due to energy transfer or
mode conversion must occur. Furthermore, we observed
despite the large error bar a significant difference for the
decay of the modes 1; 0 and 2; 0. It is fortuitous to noteTABLE I. Summary of experim
Mode fexp fsim
m; n (GHz) (GHz) Nr;sim
1; 2 2:2 0:1 2:21 0:05 0.0053
1; 1 2:5 0:1 2:58 0:05 0.0068
1; 0 3:4 0:1 3:41 0:05 0.013
2; 0 4:7 0:1 4:71 0:05 0.024
3; 0 5:6 0:1 5:67 0:05 0.035
12720that the higher radial modes have a very small amplitude.
Consequently, the decay times of the filtered signals that
have bigger errors for the modes 2; 0 and 3; 0 cannot be
determined accurately. The error bar was obtained by
analyzing the resulting decay time by varying the parame-
ters of the filtering process. Unfortunately, experimentally,
we cannot separate the (i) effect of the damping of each
independent mode from (ii) energy that is coupled between
the modes. However, there are many publications [3,5,7]
that demonstrate the excellent predictive abilities of the
LLG equations of motion for describing magnetization
dynamics. The advantage of employing micromagnetic
simulations is that energies can be monitored and global
or position dependent parameters can be set. We have
reproduced the details of the modal structure including
the nonradially symmetric modal response [5] for excita-
tions in circular platelets of Permalloy. Shown in Fig. 2(a)
are the computed LLG [23,24] averaged polar Kerr data
(left) and its Fourier amplitude Sf (right). Figures 2(b)–
2(d) show the filters Ffk used in Eq. (2) (right frame) to
obtain the modes 1; 0 and 2; 0 and the azimuthal modes
peak, corresponding to the modal magnetization curves
Mkt (left frame), respectively. At first glance one ob-
serves that in Fig. 2 the position of the resonances as
well as their relative strength is very similar to the data
in Fig. 1. We also observe that the decay times of the
individual modes show the same trend as in Fig. 1: Fits
to our data (see Table I) demonstrate the good agreement in
the decay times with the experimental values. Also in-
cluded in Table I are the Nr;sim calculated by Eq. (2)
from the values fsim and the resulting calc0:008 by Eq. (2).
Again, the symmetry breaking azimuthal modes decay
much faster than the fundamental mode. Finally, in the
simulation it was possible to separate the azimuthal peak
into the two modes. For this purpose, the average ampli-
tude over the local Fourier transform of the magnetic
movie was used to determine the separation frequency of
2.35 GHz between the two modes. In Fig. 3 the two differ-
ent filtered and backtransformed components are dis-
played. The resulting fit of 0.44 and 0.45 ns are
corrected values and are 45% bigger than the decay time
for the total azimuthal peak. However, it quantifies the
effect of the increased decay rate by superposition of theental and simulated results.
calc0:08 fitexp fitsim
(ns) (ns) (ns)
1.308 0:45 0:1
0:37 0:1 0:31 0:1
1.306 0:44 0:1
1.299 1:1 0:2 1:3 0:1
1.283 0:6 0:4 1:4 0:3
1.270 1:0 0:3
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FIG. 3. Fourier filtering: Azimuthal mode separation. Detailed
analysis of the azimuthal peak in Fig. 2(b). The left side shows
the filtered signal (circles) with fit (solid line); the right shows
the filters (dots) and FT of the original curve (circles). We find
that the decay time for the whole peak in (a) (0:31 ns) is
composed of the two components (b) and (c) with 0:44 and
0:45 ns.
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when compared to the longer decay times of the radial
modes. And again we see the same trend on the modes
2; 0 and 3; 0 as in the experiment, which differ from the
calculated values calc0:008only within the uncertainty
[Eq. (2)]. Since the LLG simulations use a single phenome-
nological damping parameter we can immediately rule out
different damping of one mode over another as the cause
for the extra observed damping in the low-frequency
modes. Rather, we can see that, since energy is conserved
and the global energy loss is governed by , mode-mode
coupling must channel energy from the low-frequency
modes towards the higher frequency modes. Scattering
must be consistent with solutions to the nonlinear wave
equation and energy conservation. (That is, scattering to
higher frequency modes must also reduce the amplitude if
the scattering is in one direction in k space.)
We conclude that we have presented a method to extract
the decay rates for different modes from a single average
precession component. For the low-frequency modes we
find an increased damping whose possible origin lies in
mode conversion. For the radial modes, we find a behavior
as expected from the linearized LLG equation. These two
important features are closely reproduced in the micro-
magnetic simulation where the phenomenological Gilbert
damping model is implemented with a single alpha.
This demonstrates that for confined single-material ferro-
magnetic structures no additional theory of dissipation is
necessary for exact reproduction of such intricate experi-
mental results: The single-alpha straightforward LLG is all
that is required to understand and explain the physics.
These measurements are the first clear demonstration that
mode-mode coupling plays a significant role in magneti-12720zation dynamics, and the data demonstrate how mode
conversion could be construed as damping.
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